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Abstract

Bloch waves in infinite periodic structures - much in vogue in the present metamaterial
age [1, 2] - can be conveniently studied by COMSOL Multiphysics®. This is demonstrated by
a simple, yet rich two-dimensional example: a perforated sheet with square symmetry
(Figure 1). Its implementation in COMSOL is quite simple [3], the essential feature being
"Solid Mechanics > Connections > Periodic Condition > Periodicity Settings > Floquet
Periodicity" in both x- and y-directions. Instead of plane waves in homogeneous media,
one has to deal with their generalizations: the Bloch waves. The frequencies of such Bloch
waves are obtained from the solutions of an eigenvalue problem with prescribed wave
vector resulting in dispersion relations which make up the band structure (Figure 2). The
characteristic features of such (running or standing) Bloch waves can be examined with
the COMSOL plotting and animation tools. E.g., it is apparent in Figure 3 that the
deformation of the top and bottom sides of the unit cells is not exactly sinusoidal as it
would be the case with a plane wave. 

In addition, evaluation and visualization of kinetic and potential energy densities as well as
of the structure-borne sound intensity vector - second-order quantities which are less
frequently addressed - help to analyze energy distributions and energy transport
associated with wave propagation (Figure 4). Sometimes the group velocity as deduced
from the dispersion is negative, i.e., energy is - on average - propagating in the opposite
direction compared to the propagation of the phase. Figure 4 shows such an example. In
non-symmetry directions wave vector and average intensity are usually neither parallel
nor antiparallel. These phenomena can be confirmed and quantified by averaging the
intensity over a unit cell. At some frequencies and directions, vortices emerge in the
intensity field: an intriguing feature which is certainly not yet completely explored (see,
e.g., [4] for a discussion of intensity vortices in finite thin plates).

Thanks to two theorems related to the energy of elastic Bloch waves [5], the numerical
accuracy of some unit-cell averages may be checked. Moreover, at low frequencies
analytical solutions are available for comparison [6-9]. They also enable an exact
homogenization to an anisotropic effective medium [10]. In this regime, the properties of a
Bloch wave are fairly easily understood on the basis of plane waves in a homogeneous
anisotropic medium. However, for higher frequencies where analytical results are rarely
available one has to resort to numerical methods and physical interpretations become
more complex. COMSOL offers a valuable and powerful tool for investigating periodic



structures in a wide range of frequencies. In particular, detailed consideration of the
energy aspect might open new perspectives, also and especially for metamaterial
research.
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Figures used in the abstract

Figure 1Figure 1: Infinite two-dimensional periodic solid sheet with square holes: "perforated
sheet".

Figure 2Figure 2: Frequency-wavenumber diagram for Bloch waves propagating along the x-
direction (Phi=0°). p denotes normalized wave number.

Figure 3Figure 3: Bloch wave of shear type (see blue branch in Figure 2 at p = 0.35 and 491 Hz;
Color: displacement).



Figure 4Figure 4: Structure-borne sound intensity (streamlines and arrows) of a Bloch wave (see
light-blue branch in Figure 2 at p = 0.15 and 1589 Hz).
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